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About This Game

World of War : Battlegrounds is a low poly shooter multiplayer game. Make alliances to conquer the enemies easier or try to
win the battle alone. You can try to stand in this war without any consequences. Be brave and wise to win the battle.You have
nothing else to do, just choose a character and gun as well, join a random team or create a room to fight together with your
friends! Enjoy the real ballistic, perfect shooting feeling and the teamwork with friends. This game bring you an exciting

competitive experience. A variety of real guns, firearms real ballistic simulation, a lot of accessories give for players a hearty
combat shooting experience!

The features include:

• Multiplayer mode

• 4 types of weapons:
• 1 types of Heavy Machine Guns

• 1 types of Rifles
• 1 types of Pistols

• 3 types of SubMachine Guns

....and come on fantastic updates

Coming soon:
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- American + German + Russian Tanks
- German Staff Car

- American + German military jeeps
- 9 Damaged Vehicles

- American + German + British Fighter Planes
- American + German Bombers

- Battleship
- Cruiser ship
- Submarine

- Landing Craft
- V2 rocket

- Barrage Balloon
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Title: World of War : Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
NK CREATIV TEAM
Publisher:
NK CREATIV TEAM
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018
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Slow starting and a bit of a slog for the first 2 hours, but give it a chance. I'm enjoying it now. The combat and haggling system
is simple and quick, the quests are not long winded, and the trading aspect isn't over complicated.... Which makes this an
enjoyable "on the side game". But honestly, get through the 2 hour mark and you'll start to have fun.

Runs well on Windows 10.. Pros
+ 100% achievements takes only about 4 hours
+ No stress, very chill
+ Easy to start, but still challenging at times
+ Love the way it looks
+ Cheap

Cons
- When done with achievements, not much replay value for me
- Needs more challenges\/achievements\/content to stay interesting

Verdict
7\/10. Solid game for $2. Could be better obviously but you get what you pay for.. i enjoy this mostly remind me more
like sonic & kirby together 2D platform race to the finish with weapon power ups game of the year. 1/10]

This game is the worst game I have ever played in my entire life. There is next to nothing enjoyable about this game. It
is supposed to be a platformer, but you can place platforms anywhere you want. Nothing is explained, be it goal or
game mechanic. The models are poorly done and clipping is frequent. The registry of level completion is less than par.
It is generally unpleasant and confusing. The music, which ranged from classical to borderline dubstep was not at all
cohesive and didn't fit with the game.To top it off, the normal WASD move keys were changed to ZASD, with Z being
move forward. And worse yet, the game needed to be closed to change it. Lastly, upon exiting the game, I had to go the
task manager to end the exe, although I had already hit "quit game." I finished it in half an hour, and I will never open
it again. All in all, atrocious.. Audience=
☐ Kids
☑ Everyone
☐ Adults
☐ Teens

=Graphics=
☐ My eyes are bleeding
☐ Ugly
☐ Bad
☐ Ok
☐ Good
☑ Amazing
☐ Wonderful
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=Style=
☐ Pixelated
☑ 3D
☐ Realistic
☐ weird poop
☐ Low Poly
☐ 2D
☐ Visual Novel
☑ LEGO

=Price/quality=
☐ Scam
☐ Don't buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥br>☐ Not Worth it
☑ Wait for sale
☐ fair
☐ Worth it
☐ WHY IS THIS SO CHEAP?

=Genre=
☐ Survival
☐ Adventure
☐ Telltale Game
☐ Arcade
☐ Ego-Shooter
☑ Simulation
☑ Action
☐ Platformer
☐ Puzzle
☑ RPG
☐ Strategy
☐ Sports
☐ Horror
☑ Multiplayer
☑ Singleplayer
☐ VR
☐ SciFi
☐ Roguelike
☑ Sandbox

=Requirements=
☐ Windows Vista
☐ Minimum
☐ Medium
☑ Fast
☐ 30'000$ Computer

=Difficulty=
☐ You only need 2 arms
☑ eZ
☐ balanced
☐ Hard
☐ Get a Hack-Client or give up
☐ Impossible

=Controls=
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☐ Easy
☐ Regular
☑ kinda weird
☐ HOW AM I SUPPOSED TO PLAY THIS?!

=Game time=
☐ 0-2 hours
☐ 2-8 hours
☐ 8-16 hours
☑ 16-32 hours
☐ 32-64 hours
☐ 64-128 hours
☐ Endless

=Story=
☑ None
☐ Wth this makes no sense
☐ Short Introduction
☐ Good
☐ Heartbreaking

=Bugs=
☐ None
☐ Almost none
☑ Few
☐ Bunch
☐ Lots
☐ Unplayable
☐ Game doesn't work
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my pc could not run this with a gtx965 even thoe the graphics look there from a ps2 i was so looking forward to playing this but
cant cos my frames are so bad. so if you have anything higher then a gtx965 dont bother buying it you will just end up
refunding.. Buggy, broken mess. I could go on and on, but I'll give just two very clear examples:
1. There is no save feature
2. If you hit the escape button to pause the game, there is no way to restart the game. For reals. The only way out of the pause
screen is to exit the whole damn game. At which point, see #1.

Worthless!!!. Good modelling, good texturing, good sounds, good dynamics. Highly recommended.. is a good game, but if the
dev's made any paths to follow, i am gay. So much potential! Soundtrack similar to Dying Light! Machanics seems to be like
Ark Survival Evolved but instead we got Zombie Survival. I just bought it after watching first Ep from Games4Kickz. It soo
much better than other Early Access garbages.

Those bad reviews are just imbeciles who don't know how to play it. Or they didn't even waited over that first launch black
screen.. I wasn't sure what to expect from Thirst tbh, but after seeing the screenshots and the 2.99 price tag i figured what the
hell. Ding ding ding! Winner! Game is intense and visceral. Within seconds of loading it up I was hitting the deck and blasting
choppers and dune buggies to hell.

Sound effects are gritty and loud and add to the excitement. Also, the dune buggies chasing the train fly over hills and ramps
allowing for some pretty sweet mid-air machine gun kills.

My one complaint so far is the grenade grab\/throw mechanic is buggy. Overall great game for the price and definitely added to
the top of the roster for my next VR party.
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